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Electronic portfolios are inherently personal as they contain personal content and 
reflection of and commentary about collected content. In order to create a seamless 
way of collecting portfolio data, mobile devices can be used as the primary point of 
use for a portfolio author. Media-gathering is more tightly bound (through built-in 
audio/video recording facilities) and content can be created on the fly. As portfolios 
are characterized as being Web-based we can utilize appropriate technologies to 
serve Web-based content directly from a mobile phone. Nokia’s Mobile Web Server 
(MWS) is a port of the Apache Web Server for Series 60 Nokia Smartphones that 
includes a mechanism for accessing these mobile Web servers from the World Wide 
Web. A mobile user can therefore publish content directly on their phone and does not 
have to actively publish the information to a centralized server elsewhere on the 
Internet. In this paper we describe the current MWS applications that can be used for 
creating and organizing portfolio content and outline an analysis of why a portfolio 





For the most part, ePortfolio software is Web-based. The reason for this is that the Web is 
seen as the predominant and most ubiquitous of Internet technologies, and many, if not all, 
software applications can be provided via the Web in one form or another. Another driving 
factor is that the Web supports many forms of media. For example, in a single Web page we 
might experience several forms of media all together – text, audio, pictures, and video. And in 
recent times, the Web has become a place for connecting people and forming communities, 
such as on MySpace, Facebook and Bebo. 
 
Current state of the art ePortfolio systems include software such as Nuventive iWebfolio [1] 
and PebblePad [2] and open-source projects such as Open Source Portfolio (OSP) [3] and 
dotFolio [4]. All of these solutions are Web-based and tend to centralize a user’s data which 
lead to situations where users are encouraged to stick to using one particular system. However 
we must ask ourselves, what happens if we want to move our portfolio data from one system 
to another? If my University uses dotFolio and my new workplace uses iWebfolio, how can I 
easily migrate my data between the two systems?  
 
In the ePortfolio research community there is much work looking at creating standards for 
data and metadata to allow interoperability between institutions and portfolio systems. 
Initiatives such a the Liberty Alliance Project [5] and IMS ePortfolio [6] aim to standardize 
data for identity management and learning purposes respectively, and this work is still 
ongoing. However, portfolios contain much personal data and so we must rely on the 
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institutions or portfolio service-providers to maintain and where appropriate delete data if it 
has been migrated elsewhere. Also, having the facility for interoperation between systems 
might not be enough – surely the individual must take responsibility for migrating the data 
themselves? 
 
On the other hand, portfolio data might also be distributed over many different Web-based 
services, where a portfolio service might aggregate this data. For example in the Web 2.0 
world today mash-ups are everywhere that aggregate and combine data from different sources 
– combining data from services like Flickr with GoogleMaps, or Blogger with Amazon APIs 
to create completely new services.  
 
The same might be done with an ePortfolio system that references and aggregates disparate 
pieces of a person’s online identity and presence. However, as a result the aggregate 
presentation of the combined data is again tied to a single service which is hosted by a 
provider – if this data were to be deleted, the aggregate portfolio does not exist anymore 
(though the parts will probably still exist), and migrating an aggregation might be 
problematic. If portfolios are to aid in career-long or life-long learning, surely the 
responsibility of portfolio organization should lie with its owner rather than any one 
institution, organization or service provider? If we assume that in the future the mobile phone 
will be a person’s primary computing device, we can use a mobile phone as a primary 
portfolio service provider where the individual user almost totally in control. 
 
2 The Nokia Mobile Web Server 
 
Mobile technology has been advancing rapidly over the last few years, and many mobile 
devices have become computationally capable enough to run more advanced software – 
including Web servers. The amount of memory storage available on phones has also 
blossomed, as has the speed at which mobile networks provide data connections. The mobile 
technology company, Nokia, have leveraged these advances in technologies to port the open-
source Apache Web Server to the Nokia Series 60 (S60) Platform [7] (a software platform for 
Nokia Smartphones that run the Symbian Operating System). 
 
However, porting a Web server to a mobile device does not necessarily mean that it can be 
assumed that it can be accessed by the wider public Internet, and therefore by regular Web 
users. From a mobile phone, Websites can be accessed using a phone’s GPRS or 3G 
connection. There are indeed a growing number of phones that also allow WiFi access, 
however these are expensive and WiFi connectivity is generally only available where a 
hotspot lies, but mobile phone network coverage is more widely available. Mobile phone 
network providers usually allow access to the Internet via a WAP or HTTP gateway. This 
allows the phone network providers to impose restrictions on the traffic between mobile users 
and the Internet and also enables mobile phone users to be given appropriate IP addresses 
behind the gateway. 
 
Because phone networks restrict incoming data because of NAT/Firewall restrictions, we can 
only assume that we can have outgoing traffic from a mobile phone. This makes 
communication between mobile phones and regular PC users problematic as illustrated in 
Figure 1. 




Figure 1. Computers on the public Internet cannot access devices connecting through a 
mobile phone network’s firewall and gateway, however devices connecting through the 
gateway can access the public Internet, usually only via HTTP. 
 
So how does a regular Web user/browser access a mobile phone’s Web server? The answer is 
by using a public gateway server that can act as an intermediary between the phone and a 
Web browser. Nokia’s MWS project not only provides an Apache Web Server for the S60 
Platform, but also a MWS gateway server that closes the gap between the two endpoints that 
creates a bridge from browser to MWS [8]. The gateway makes this possible by hosting a 
Web application that receives incoming requests to a certain sub-domain or user directory, 
determines which MWS endpoint the request is looking for, and then forwards the request to 
the appropriate device endpoint. The MWS then returns the HTTP response back to the 
gateway and back to the original requesting browser. The gateway maintains communication 
with the MWS endpoint as the device the MWS is running on initiates a connection with the 
gateway from behind the firewall and keeps a connection open using keep-alive traffic. As 
long as the MWS on the mobile phone is connected to the gateway, requests received by the 
gateway can be forwarded. An overview of the MWS gateway solution is shown in figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2. Phones running MWS initiate and maintain communication with the MWS gateway. 
On the public Internet, users browsing the Web access MWS via the MWS gateway. 
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3 Creating Mobile Portfolios 
 
Nokia provides its own public experimental MWS service, mymobilesite.net [9], which is at 
the time of writing free to use. Alternatively, a free open-source gateway can be downloaded 
and hosted elsewhere if deemed necessary. The MWS software also includes some ready-
made Web applications written in Python that execute on a MWS on a phone.  
 
These applications include, but are not limited to: 
 
• A Blog 
• Photo galleries 




We can use a combination of these applications as a simple content management system. As 
the blog allows commenting, reflections can be supported through self-commentary, or even 
just by referring to previous posts in new blog entries. Being tightly bound to the phone’s 
camera, some media-harvesting is already supported. These could be used as a base for 
creating one’s ePortfolio, and example of which is shown in figure 3.  
 
 
Figure 3. Screenshots showing a rudimentary portfolio created with the MWS applications. 
 
As the MWS package is also a Web server on its own, we are proposing to create our own 
Web and phone applications tailored for ePortfolio organization. Although the MWS does 
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provide applications for gathering and presenting content, one of the drawbacks of this 
approach is that the whole of each Web application is hosted on the mobile phone. In reality 
this means that a lot of redundant data is transferred between the mobile phone and the end 
browser – things like menu items and the look and feel of the Web application. A better way 
to design a Web application that still preserves the benefits of keeping personal data personal, 
is to use a mash-up approach where a Web application (on a Web server elsewhere on the 
public Internet) can pull the personal portfolio data from the mobile device via a mobile 
MWS-based Web service. There is an MWS example mash-up application [10] that uses a 
two-source mash-up where the main Web framework is hosted on a server elsewhere and 
photos can be aggregated from multiple Web APIs running on both MWS’s and traditional 
Web servers and displayed on the server-based Website. In our design, we want to allow 
flexibility so that ePortfolio authors can still reference and link to content from elsewhere on 
the Web. Instead of totally relying on the MWS as the provider of all of the portfolio data, we 
propose that it may be more beneficial that the MWS provides a Web service to access the 
data. This would lower the amount of bandwidth used, and also more easily enables mashing 
up with other Web-services. 
 
The MWS applications are tightly integrated with the S60 user interfaces which make them 
seamlessly accessible for users. For our design we favour developing a Java ME based 
application to allow users to create and edit portfolio data. This is so that we can more widely 
deploy the phone data gathering portion of the ePortfolio system – allowing for phones other 
than those that support the S60 Platform to create and store data. As the MWS is not yet 
available for any other platforms, by decoupling the portfolio organizer from the publishing 
mechanism, we can possibly reuse the organizer application on other Java-enabled phones and 
provide alternative publishing mechanisms. 
 
4 Concluding Remarks 
 
Whilst ePortfolio software is taking advantage of the prevalence of the World Wide Web and 
the fact that people have disparate sources of data spread throughout the Web, mobile devices 
will increasingly become another part of this distributed landscape of information. What 
Nokia’s MWS brings us is a new way of serving information to Web audiences by being able 
to actually carry a Web server around in your pocket, and taking responsibility for the 
personal portfolio that is to be shared over the Internet. There are downsides to this particular 
solution. The MWS’s are currently only available for an exclusive series of phones – those of 
the Nokia Series 60 Platform. Response times for accessing a MWS are inevitably greater, 
which may be frustrating for the casual Web user. However what using an MWS has shown 
us is that serving information off a mobile phone to a wider audience on the Web is most 
certainly possible. This brings new promise to future development of ePortfolio software for 
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